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Brazil: Another big decline in GDP

The ranks of disgruntled Brazilians are growing.

Brazil's GDP shrank by 1.9% in the second quarter of 2015 compared with the previous quarter, the biggest decline by that measure since 2009.

Compared with the same quarter last year, the economy contracted by 2.6%. This continues a sequence of dismal numbers. The unemployment rate rose to 7.5% in July, from 4.9% a year earlier—the fastest annual rise on record. Inflation remains high. GDP will continue shrinking in 2016, economists forecast.

Click here to read more

These 5 Facts Explain Brazil's Crippling Scandals - Click here to read more

From a tanking economy to rampant corruption scandals, the 'BRCS' in BRICS is in trouble. The high expectations of emerging economies are slowly turning into disappointment highlighting the same commonalities.
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UK - Give us clearer alcohol labels: drinkers

Nearly half of British drinkers want clearer labelling of alcohol contents, while one in five people in the over 65 age group who drink alcohol consume "unsafe" levels, according to new research.

Click here to read more